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Abstract: This article aims to explore and record the role of shadowing in preparation for a qualitative study involving children and families with sensitive health issues. The researcher was engaged for a study involving qualitative research involving paediatric patients (those under 18 years old) and their families, but was unfamiliar with a hospital environment and interviewing children and young people (CYP) with a serious health condition. The researcher ‘shadowed’ healthcare professionals (HCPs) at a children’s hospital during their day-to-day work in order to prepare for the research interviewing. From shadowing, the researcher gained: familiarity with a hospital environment, organisational processes, and medical terminology; an understanding of the appropriate ways to refer to patients; confidence and competence in talking to children with serious health conditions; and resilience to becoming upset during interviews while hearing patients’ distressing stories—they became ‘desensitised’. Shadowing can therefore be highly beneficial for researchers undertaking research in unfamiliar contexts, environments, and populations prior to interviewing.
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1. Introduction

1.1. What Is Shadowing

‘Shadowing’ has a somewhat ambiguous character in social science due to its similarity to qualitative observation methods, especially that of participant-observation [1]. Though more commonly used as a data collection method in organizational research, it is not commonly recognized or critiqued in social science literature more generally [2]. This is at least partly due to the fact that shadowing is a technique used not for the purpose of social science but for vocational learning [3]. Shadowing, or observing another and what they “actually do in the course of their everyday lives” [3] (p. 1482) while carrying out their job, enabled the researcher to learn about the role, the tasks involved, and to supplement their understanding of the occupational environment [4].
In medicine, shadowing is commonplace in learning and is often expected to reinforce theory learnt in classrooms and expand knowledge [5,6]. As such, it is a normal component of the hospital environment, and young patients often feel that they are always watched by strangers [7]. Among others, the properties of shadowing that are distinct from observation methods are a focus on the individual (not department) for learning and understanding roles [1]. However, the shadowing this article subsequently describes was for the benefit of the researcher’s understanding and did not involve a systematic collection of information for subsequent analysis [8]; therefore, it cannot be classified as research.

1.2. Context of Research

Though there had been studies exploring patients’ views and understanding of their medical images [8–13], the perspectives and understandings of paediatric patients (those under 18 years) was a gap in the literature that needed addressing [12]. Shadowing was undertaken as a first step to gain a greater ‘feel’ and understanding of the context before the commencement of a study to explore what young patients with brain tumours and their families felt, understood, and valued from seeing Magnetic Resonance Images (MRIs) during their meetings with healthcare professionals (HCPs). Just as a literature review is a valuable prelude to research, though not research itself, shadowing was undertaken to better understand the perspectives of future research participants, the environment of the hospital that they frequently occupied, and how to converse with them to gain detailed and descriptive responses.

1.3. ‘Sensitive’ Research

For this study (for more detail and the main study interview results, see [14]), the focus was on the patient families’ perceptions, opinions, and understandings of their world, and so a qualitative methodology seemed the most appropriate [15]. While there is no agreed upon definition of what a ‘sensitive’ topic is, it could generally be understood as those that are “private, stressful or sacred; could potentially cause stigmatisation or fear; and are areas of controversy or social conflict” [16] (p. 654). It is increasingly being recognised that being a researcher on a qualitative study, especially one involving listening to participants’ painful or emotionally-charged experiences, such as those of a sensitive nature, can have a negative emotional impact on the researcher [17]. Measures such as debriefing, or ‘self-care’ should be taken to protect the mental well-being of the researcher, in order to avoid long-term effects such as vicarious traumatisation or ‘burn out’ [17,18].

While the topics that are regarded as sensitive often vary based on context, as well as cultural norms and the values of those undertaking the research [16], much health research “focuses on aspects of life that may be considered sensitive” [19] (p. 12). Being a parent of a child with a serious health condition, such as brain tumours, is known to be stressful [20]; and research on the topic potentially causes them “anxiety about reawakening painful memories” [21] (p. 507). While the parents of children with any form of cancer fear for their future,

“within cancer types differences in experiences have been shown, with, for examples, pediatric [sic] patients’ parents experiencing more fear if their child had a brain tumour than if they had leukaemia” [22] (p. 2).

Children and young people (CYP) are often deemed to have “relative vulnerability” compared to adults [23], were also going to be asked to recall potentially painful experiences of illness and hospitalisation, which might cause anxiety, discomfort, or fear [24].

For the study, a research fellow with experience in qualitative research methods was therefore engaged, though they were a layman to the research environment. Not being from a HCP background, familiar with a hospital environment, or in speaking to children with a ‘serious’ health condition, were seen as important knowledge gaps to address [25], and shadowing HCPs, where the study was based, was seen as a way to address them. This article aims to explore and record the role of shadowing in preparation for a qualitative study involving children and families with sensitive health issues.
2. Methods

2.1. Ethics

All subjects gave their informed consent for inclusion before they participated in the study that the shadowing was in preparation for. The protocol was approved by the West Midlands Black Country Research Ethics Committee (WM/16/WM/0490).

2.2. Preparing for the Study: Prior to Shadowing

A number of steps were taken by the researcher in order to prepare for undertaking the study: reviewing the literature, speaking with HCPs, observing and taking notes, asking questions, and writing up notes and reflecting (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity</th>
<th>Aim</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing the literature</td>
<td>Gain an understanding of the issues and ‘journey’ for the participants that may be discussed in interviews.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gain experience of hearing similar emotive experiences to desensitise to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach healthcare professionals (HCPs) to arrange meetings</td>
<td>Learn about processes, culture, and rationales for the ‘way things are done’ (or supposed to be done) from HCP perspective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gain ‘feel’ of environment, culture and medical terminology in process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shadowing; Observing and taking notes</td>
<td>Gain experience of hearing similar emotive experiences to desensitise to them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking HCPs focussed follow-up questions (when appropriate)</td>
<td>Clarifying terms, nuances in language, actions, and reasoning not fully understood.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing up notes and reflecting</td>
<td>Making learning more explicit, and clarifying what not fully understood.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1. Reviewing the Literature

In preparation for interviewing, the researcher read journal articles and books on: the ‘power’ of the image [8,26]; how patients (and their families) understand and experience living with cancer [27,28]; how doctors communicate results and medical information [29]; epistemology and methods for researching in health [15,30]; methods for researching CYP [31,32]; experiences of hospitalised children on aspects of their care [27,33]; and NHS information for young patients with brain tumours [34]. In addition, the researcher watched online videos of children with brain tumours describing their experiences [35,36].

The Principal Investigator (PI) was keen that the researcher would become less likely to be distressed hearing about a family’s experiences during a research interview, which could negatively affect the researcher and research—they hoped to desensitise the researcher. Desensitising is a part of HCPs’ socialisation into the role and helps them to cope with the emotional demands of their work [37]. After this literature review, the researcher did feel less likely to become distressed while hearing the patients’ and parents’ stories. Desensitising was also an anticipated outcome for the shadowing.

2.2.2. Speaking to HCPs

The researcher spoke to HCPs based at the children’s hospital where the research was to be based, including paediatric oncologists and nurse specialists, about how they showed MRI images to families, the various responses they received from families, and the perceived benefits for families. This helped the researcher learn the usual processes and rationales for interacting with patient families regarding MRIs.
HCPs also arranged mornings or afternoons when the researcher could shadow them. Due to the consideration for the families by the HCPs, families were not shadowed when they were in an acutely challenging period, such as being told of a relapse (their tumour returns after being surgically removed or reduced by chemotherapy or radiotherapy), or that they were starting palliative care (care needed for those at the end of their life).

2.3. Steps in Shadowing

2.3.1. Appearance and Body Language

The researcher wore dark clothing to be less ‘eye-catching’, aiming to ‘blend into the background’. The HCPs would explain to the patient family the purpose of shadowing at the outset and gain verbal consent for the researcher to be present. The researcher was prepared to wait out of sight and earshot if the family objected to their presence, although none did. (The researcher wore a hospital identity card in order to access the hospital, which may have given the mistaken impression that they were a HCP, though it no doubt enhanced the legitimacy of their presence.) When introduced, the researcher smiled at first, sometimes said ‘Hi’ then avoided eye contact and tried to become invisible to the family they were shadowing. Obviously, anything heard was confidential.

The meetings observed were mostly ‘check ups’ or ‘routine’ appointments to discuss scan results or new symptoms found in the young patients. (None had their diagnosis or a relapse disclosed to them in the presence of the researcher.)

In meetings, the researcher would sit in the corner, away from the family, not interrupting or distracting the conversation. On the wards and other sites, they tended to stay close to the person they were shadowing, and not position themselves between the HCP/s and the CYP. Generally, their body positioning was ‘open’ to avoid being intimidating or intrusive, for example, they did not cross their arms, nor sit close enough to the families to invade their ‘personal space’. The researcher tended to keep still and aimed to be unnoticed by the family. They kept their expression neutral or lightly smiling so as to be non-threatening and to avoid attention [38].

2.3.2. Observing and Taking Notes

The researcher aimed to observe as much detail as possible: what people said, how they said it, and their body language. Whilst the researcher discreetly carried a pen and a small notebook (or a piece of paper) to take notes, they only used these when they felt this would not be a distraction, and would not make the patient family feel uncomfortable or less willing to discuss things with their healthcare team. Any words or events that stood out as interesting or unusual were jotted down (such as the researcher’s surprise at how often the word ‘poo’ was used) and wrote up in full as soon as the researcher got an opportunity to reflect on them later.

2.3.3. Asking Questions of the HCPs

The researcher tried to keep an open mind, to not assume anything, and always be thinking of questions to ask HCPs, such as ‘What is that?’, ‘Why are you doing that?’, or ‘What’s that noise?’. After the patient family had left the room or were out of earshot, the researcher was able to ask the HCP's questions to clarify anything not understood, while always being careful to maintain confidentiality. The researcher also had the possibility of being able to make comments to HCPs such as ‘I never would have realised x!’ or ‘They were really interested in y!’ which would often lead to an explanation from HCPs and the development of the researcher’s understanding. ‘X’s parent is on a food restriction diet at the moment, which might be why they were so focussed on their child’s eating, while the child thinks they’re eating as usual.’ Or ‘Yes. Bowel movements and their contents are some of the main concerns that parents have when coming to see us. Cancer and its treatments frequently mess up these rhythms’ [39].
2.3.4. Reflecting

In their head, the researcher could often still hear the words, accent, tone, and pitch of the observed speakers, as well as facial expressions and body language, for hours afterwards. They would aim to write up notes in full as soon as possible to aid accurate recollection. Writing up the reflections became quicker as they became more familiar with the process. Previously meaningless acronyms and terminology became familiar (though not necessarily more intelligible) to the researcher, so writing was a way to ensure that they did “not necessarily adopt or reproduce” [40] (p. 19) the views of the HCPs or families, but instead interpret and reflect on them.

The researcher wrote about more descriptive elements, such as what happened or was discussed in that specific session, and used square brackets to separate questions, assumptions, feelings, and ‘impressions’ (how they ‘read’ people or situations, for example, ‘This is something close to their heart’).

Sometimes it would help to print the notes out, so that the researcher could ‘see’ what was actually written. They would then ‘tidy up’ the document, linking thoughts and information and rearranging sentences and paragraphs so that they would read more coherently. They considered how the direct words or phrasing from patients (especially more colloquial expressions) might be misinterpreted by a reader (or themselves in the future) as well as thinking about how they could make sentences clearer and more succinct.

They would reflect on and highlight any similarities or differences to previous shadowing sessions, if these were brought to mind. They reflected on why there might be similarities or differences in order to make wider patterns or generalisations that might be useful when interviewing. The researcher found it easier to just write down everything they could think of (as in a stream of consciousness) and then return to it after working on a completely different task or the next day. If more stories or thoughts came to them when re-reading, then these were added.

Though they found it difficult, the researcher forced themselves to be honest and, self-critical, by adding how they thought they could have been more effective during shadowing and whether they might have misunderstood words or contexts. Initially, they only observed while ‘shadowing’, though eventually took a more active role. From the notes made during the shadowing process, four major areas of benefit emerged: a greater familiarity with the hospital environment and processes; an appropriate use of language and terminology; talking with CYP with serious health conditions; and desensitisation (Table 2).
Table 2. Illustrative examples from shadowing notes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area of Benefit</th>
<th>Illustration Extract from Shadowing Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Greater familiarisation with hospital environment and processes</td>
<td>I asked what the noise was that I could hear, and was told that it was an IV [intravenous] drip after being asked ‘You’ve never been on the wards before then?’ (Nurse Specialist 2, Ward, p. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriate use of language and terminology</td>
<td>The first patient had had many investigations after being diagnosed, and many problems that didn’t seem linked to their cancer. [I have never heard the word ‘poo’ used so frequently in a half hour session.] (Nurse Specialist 1 and Oncologist, Clinic, p. 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talking with CYP with serious health conditions</td>
<td>The YW [Youth Worker] took a cue from the patient’s shirt. ‘I don’t think you’re wearing a Star Wars shirt as a random thing.’ The YW asked about whether they had seen Episodes 4–6, and said that that was what their generation had watched. [I reflected that making explicit the age gap would be something I would avoid doing since I would assume that it would make YP [young people] focus on the differences between us or think that they couldn’t ‘relate’ to me.] (Youth Worker 1, Ward, p. 23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘Desensitising’ (against emotional upset)</td>
<td>I found it upsetting to be next to a child who was continuously crying and after hearing all the things they had been through, and the long term damage that their necessary and unavoidable treatment had caused, and had to stop myself from crying in the ward. […] I am aware that if I start thinking about it again and think about having to explain it, it will set me off again so I will avoid this for a while. I guess that this is what the PI [Principal Investigator] wants to desensitise me to … ] (Nurse Specialist 2, Ward, p. 6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Extracts are followed by the role shadowed, the location, and the page number from the notes. […] shows where lines have been removed that were not relevant to the point illustrated.
3. Results: Benefits from Shadowing

For six months, prior to the study, oncologists and nurse specialists were shadowed in ‘consultations’ (meetings with the patient families to discuss a patient’s progress, effects of treatments, and scan results) or on the hospital wards on their regular clinical duties. Occasionally they were shadowed off-site while they were interacting with patients and their families. Youth workers and play facilitators were shadowed in the play centre or off-site buildings (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role (Number Shadowed in Role)</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Clinic</th>
<th>Wards</th>
<th>Play Centre</th>
<th>Offsite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Youth worker (2)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nurse specialist (2)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paediatric oncologist and nurse specialist (1)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play specialist (2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Play &amp; recreation facilitator (2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1. Greater Familiarity with Hospital Environment and Processes

Shadowing familiarised the researcher with the hospital environment (the sights and sounds to which the researcher was unaccustomed, such as the electronic intravenous fluid drip). This also taught the researcher useful codes of conduct, such as dress codes (short sleeves on the wards due to infection control rules), which was found useful when undertaking interviews on wards, including one in an isolation room.

The researcher had also imagined that the children’s cancer ward would be a relatively quiet place, with a lot of upset or scared-looking children, and sombre-looking families. This was not the case. The ward was often quite noisy, with families experiencing “fun, joy, living and learning” [27] (p. 341), and the families usually smiled upon the HCP’s approach.

In the literature review, the researcher had read about different ‘patient pathways’, or ways to reach the consultant—referral from a general practitioner (GP) for symptoms or from, for example, a hit to the head, which resulted in a scan that discovered a brain tumour. However, through speaking with HCPs, these concepts became less abstract and more tangible when hearing patient families talk about how they progressed through the hospital systems and departments, and their ‘battles’ and delays to get their child seen by the relevant doctors and diagnosed [41].

In shadowing a nurse specialist at a school meeting where they were joined by a parent, a head of department, a physiotherapist, and other school representatives, discussing past care and the challenges the patient faced, it dawned on the researcher how many individuals, and what a wide range of professions and organisations can be needed to support the healthcare of just one patient. They realised that the clinical management of children with cancer is a truly team effort, with many different skills being required, as well as the need to collaborate and communicate effectively [42].

3.2. Appropriate Use of Language

From shadowing, the researcher learnt that patient families tended to use more specific medical terms, rather than the word ‘cancer’, and they often understood (or at least used) medical terminology readily in discussions. Patients and families often become experts in their/child’s conditions [43], though presumably they also found these words were far less emotive.

The researcher also learnt that HCPs almost always referred to patients as ‘a patient with a brain tumour’ rather than a ‘brain tumour patient’, to avoid identifying a person by their disease or condition. ‘Poo’ was a term used matter-of-fact by HCPs and families, matching the matter-of-fact tone of many parents for many of these conversations [44].

Shadowing familiarised the researcher somewhat with medical terminology. Though the researcher would not necessarily understand when and why certain terms were necessary, from the way words
were used in discussions, the researcher could deduce, for example, ‘Temozolomide’ was a medication, and that a ‘shunt’ was a piece of medical equipment.

The researcher noted that parents seemed to be pre-eminently concerned about the eating habits and the bowel movements of their child. One of the HCPs shadowed commented that food was one of the few things that a parent of a child with cancer could exert control over [39].

3.3. Talking with Children and Young People (CYP) with Serious Health Conditions

Initially, the researcher simply observed during shadowing. However, some of the HCPs strongly persuaded the researcher to have a more interactive role and to talk (and even play) with the patients, arguing that only so much could be learnt from observing and must be learnt through ‘doing’—that is, directly conversing with the patients.

When the researcher tried this, they found that, as many HCPs had informed them, ‘every child is different’. There was still a lot of ‘trial and error’ in finding out how to get each young person talking, and the researcher often had to draw on games being played, online videos or DVDs being watched, or nearby branded/themed objects (such as Pokémon or football clothing, toys or paraphernalia in the room) for conversational starting points. They found that there were no real taboo questions in asking an adolescent patient about their illness or treatment, especially when the questions were prefaced by a qualifier such as ‘Is it alright if I ask . . . ?’ On the contrary, most CYP seemed to find these to be topics that they were comfortable talking about, and had much to say.

Feedback from the HCPs on Shadowing

Though the researcher did not seek feedback on their shadowing, or their ability to build rapport with CYP with serious conditions, some HCPs shadowed offered this. After the researcher had been shadowing a number of youth worker sessions, they were asked by a patient who they were, and ‘without thinking’, the researcher echoed a response that they’d heard the youth worker say a number of times, and replied “I’m a stalker”. The patient (and youth worker) laughed and was then more comfortable and relaxed with a stranger observing. The youth worker later congratulated the researcher on how far they’d come; correctly read the patient, their sense of humour, and the situation as one where this ‘jokey’ comment would be acceptable, be correctly interpreted, and would build rapport.

3.4. Desensitising the Researcher

On one occasion while shadowing, a child aged around 1 was crying for over an hour, as they needed to be almost continually moved to be monitored and have tests in their hospital bed. After listening to this crying for over an hour, in addition to hearing their parent talk about the dozens of operations, procedures and treatments the child had been through, and that the muscles in their legs had wasted away due to having to spend so much time in hospital beds, the researcher was very affected.

The PI viewed this as beneficial, and that after more contact and similar experiences, the likelihood of the researcher becoming distressed hearing about a family’s experiences during the course of an interview would be minimized, i.e., they were becoming desensitised [37].

4. Reflections on Benefits from Shadowing

4.1. Hospital Processes and Environment

Shadowing gave the researcher a “taste of clinical medicine” [5] (p. 634) and familiarity with the processes and environment, such as medical equipment and the hospital wards.

4.2. Appropriate Use of Language

Prior to shadowing, one of the researcher’s greatest concerns in talking with patient families was in saying the ‘wrong thing’ or asking a question on a taboo topic. Through shadowing, they found that one should not assume what patients, or their families, will find distressing, and that
children were often seemingly unfazed by answering questions on what the researcher considered a ‘sensitive’ topic. In a similar vein, Solberg (2014) found that children that had experienced or witnessed domestic violence were not necessarily upset discussing it, though they sensed “uneasiness” when one participant suspected that they were about to be asked why their mother did not intervene [45] (p. 239). Many parents also seemed to enjoy the experience of talking about this subject to an interested listener. Indeed, other researchers have noticed the ‘therapeutic’ or cathartic effect that those answering questions for interviews report [46]. The researcher also experienced an interview for the study where the parent did not display any distress when recounting an occasion where they thought that their child would die, though they needed tissues when discussing their child being bullied.

Though interviews often draw more implicitly on the personal experience of the researcher in developing the interview questions and the research design, such as a mother interviewing women about their experiences of pregnancy [47], it is not always the case that a researcher has that level of familiarity with the research setting. When preparing for ethnographic fieldwork (which draws on a range of research methods such as observation, documentary analysis and interviews), a key part of gaining trust and establishing relationships is to learn not only the words used by the group you are observing, but the context in which they are spoken [48]. Understanding this can lead to a new perspective and new insights, though when undertaking a study using interviews alone, this part is omitted.

Though there are benefits of being a member or ‘insider’ of a group, from long-term or highly implicit understandings that an ‘outsider’ would most likely miss [38]. A greater benefit is seen from being an outsider, or at least in some ways unfamiliar to the setting. This allows the researcher to ‘stand back’ and be able to see the interactions or events occurring in front of them as noteworthy, strange, or needing explanation to an outsider. However, in reality, most settings are a mixture of strange and familiar elements (such as a teacher researching in a school that they have never taught in), so it is more a matter of degree rather than a researcher being a complete ‘insider’ or ‘outsider’ [47]. Shadowing could be conceived as a useful way to gain access to ‘insider knowledge’ without having to gain the status of an ‘insider’.

4.3. Talking with CYP with Serious Health Conditions

While many qualitative research methods textbooks, and journal articles focussing on methodological issues aver the importance of building rapport with young participants [19,24,48–52] in order to get rich, detailed data,

“The rapport that develops between researcher and child is important for encouraging more forthcoming responses” [48] (p. 166),

very few explain how to go about this beyond “The interviewer asked questions or made comments about the child’s personal life, such as family, school, and hobbies” [52] (p. 158), or “small talk about the weather, work, participants’ children and how their days had been progressing” [19] (p. 14). The researcher found literature on researching CYP with serious health conditions was quite lacking in specific detail on techniques for building rapport, beyond using their first name and clarifying that they were not a doctor or nurse [53], or maintaining a “flexible and creative atmosphere” [24] (p. 351).

Though in a recent methods book on research with CYP [23], the researcher found reference to starting interviews with “an easy ice-breaker topic, game or creative method” (p. 117) and that time invested making CYP “feel comfortable is time well spent” (p. 112), as “the more relaxed the children or young people feel [. . .] with the researchers and with the research, the more honest, open and interactive they will be” (p. 110). This methods book also explicitly covers ‘sensitive topics’—anticipating these, using appropriate methods, and how to respond should CYP become distressed. Conversely, the researcher found that literature on researching sensitive issues tended not to consider CYP [54], and if they did, not to the level of detail of building rapport with them, regardless of a serious health condition [55].

However, there are a few exceptions. Bluebond-Langner’s (1978) seminal work ‘The Private Worlds of Dying Children’ does detail that they introduce themselves, explain their role, then ask children
whether they can join them in colouring, drawing, or whatever the child was currently preoccupied with. (The researcher was even occasionally “tested” to watch TV in silence until the child decides that they are “OK” and will answer questions) [53] (p. 247). However, Bluebond-Langer’s (1978) research took place over months, with opportunities for daily contact to build and establish relationships with the CYP [53], which is not available for studies where participants are interviewed once.

Although in the study that the shadowing reported in this paper was undertaken in preparation for, the researcher did arrange a session prior to the interviews where they coloured, drew, talked or played games with the CYP in order to make them more comfortable with the researcher and when speaking with them [14]. The researcher found that engaging and talking with children with serious health conditions requires a more “practical mastery”, an “implicit and pre-reflective feel . . . which guides action within social arenas” [56] (p. 359). ‘Practice’ of these skills from shadowing can help with their acquisition, increasing ease and comfort when talking to CYP and building rapport.

4.4. Desensitising the Researcher

Although the researcher had been a little ‘teary-eyed’ watching online videos of children [35] with cancer talking about their experiences in preparation for the study, they had viewed themselves as not that likely to become distressed. They were subsequently surprised that after hearing a parent’s account of their child’s experiences, they were so much more affected than they expected. (Not unlike the title of an unrelated qualitative study, “I can’t say I wasn’t anticipating it, but I didn’t see it coming in this magnitude” [57].)

Regular meetings with the research team for the researcher to debrief—express their emotions in a safe environment—are often recommended after shadowing in a clinical environment [58] or interviewing on a sensitive topic [18,59]. Given that the multidisciplinary team were disparately located, these debriefing sessions were more ad hoc, though after a few shadowing sessions, the researcher did not feel that they needed further debriefing.

5. Limitations

Due to the HCPs’ concern for the emotional welfare of families, families were not shadowed when they were in an acutely challenging period, such as having recently being informed of a relapse, or that they were starting palliative care. Therefore, patient families shadowed may differ in certain respects, especially concerning their openness and willingness to talk about the illness and current treatments.

6. Conclusions

In conclusion, shadowing in preparation for sensitive research with children and young people (CYP) can provide a researcher with:

• Familiarity with an unfamiliar hospital environment and processes;
• Familiarity with medical terminology and appropriate language to use around children and young people with serious health conditions;
• Confidence and competence in talking with children with serious health conditions through gathering direct experience of how healthcare professionals (HCPs) interact with patient families within existing healthcare contexts; and
• Emotional desensitisation against upsetting stories from participants during interviews by hearing similar stories in advance.

Shadowing can thus be highly beneficial for researchers undertaking a study in unfamiliar contexts, environments, and populations. The literature on specific techniques to establish rapport when interviewing CYP with serious health conditions was found to be somewhat lacking.

7. Recommendations

Shadowing in healthcare research is recommended in the following situations:
• When researchers are interviewing those with a serious health condition for the first time;
• When researchers are conducting semi- or unstructured interviews with children for the first time; or
• When researchers are interviewing in social contexts that are unfamiliar to them, such as a hospital.

Specific Recommendations when Researching CYP with a Brain Tumour, and Their Families

• Refer to patients with [condition], rather than [condition] patients, to keep you aware that they are a person first, though with a condition.
• Parents will most likely use the specific name of the tumour, rather than ‘cancer’. Follow their lead.
• ‘Poo’ will most likely be discussed, and is not viewed as a childish or ‘silly’ term
• Do not be afraid to ask for clarification on medical terminology that you do not understand. They will be used to doing so.
• Though you should aim to be tactful and avoid distress when discussing their illness and treatment, be aware that seemingly ‘less important’, ‘less distressing’, or ‘more everyday’ topics may be the ones that they become upset over.
• Occasions to ‘practice’ speaking and building rapport with children with serious conditions prior to the research will be invaluable. Shadow (or volunteer) at a hospice or hospital, or offer to babysit friends’ children with such conditions.
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